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Academic Language Series
Foreign Language study is one of the “hot” academic areas of this decade.  Ride the
wave of this popularity with these colorful, complete, concise and easy-to-use charts.
Students tell us we’re on the right track - language chart sales are going are going sky-
high!
Our grammar charts are an indispensable aid to help the student learn the basics.  The
famous BarCharts outline format helps the student find information quickly, helping to
raise grades and make study time more efficient.
No more frantic thumbing through glossaries at the back of heavy books!  Our handy
vocabulary charts put the right word or phrase at the students’ fingertips.
5289BC French Grammar (3 panel) $5.95
5335BC French Vocabulary (3 panel) $5.95
5076BC German Grammar (2 panel) $4.95

German Vocabulary $
4215BC Italian Grammar (2 panel) $3.95
5602BC Latin Grammar (2 panel) $4.95

Latin Vocabulary $
6986BC Russian Grammar (3 panel) $5.95
5440BC Spanish Grammar (2 panel) $4.95
5505BC Spanish Vocabulary (3 panel) $5.95

“I bought the Spanish chart and love it!  It’s com-
plete, yet concise and easy to use!  Being a Span-
ish major, I find this chart very helpful in acquir-
ing fluency.”

Glen Royce
Spanish Major

Bar Charts
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Advanced Spanish
The Standard Deviants Advanced
Spanish: Building on the Basics
Do you have a little background with
the Spanish language, but want to
build on that foundation?  Then
Estes el programa para ti! (transla-
tion: This is the program for you!)
First, the award-winning Standard
Deviants will review the basics of
Spanish, like gender, agreement,
conjugation - all the stuff you should
already know.  Then they’ll go over
irregular verbs, new verb construc-
tions, making comparisons, adverbs,
prepositional pronouns.  This pro-
gram is also chock full of fun scenes
and conversations that will help you
master the concepts covered.
Running Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes (5
to 7 minute segments)

The Growing World of Spanish
These Spanish tapes contain Spanish language funda-
mentals, including regular and irregular verb conjuga-
tions, vocabulary, counting, and punctuations.  in
addition, learn about conversational concepts auch as
greetings, goodbyes, and polite conversation.  See and
learn the Spanish language in action through skills,
songs and mnenomics.

The Standard Deviants Advanced Spanish: Verbs
Get ready to explore one of the most dynamic, festive,
and wondrous parts of speech in Spanish or any other
language - the fabulous verb!  In the course of this
program, the award-winning Standard Deviants will
teach you all about modal and reflexive verbs and
expose you to bunches of new tenses that are going to
help you express yourself in the distant past, the
future, and all the points in between.
Running Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes (5 to 7 minute seg-
ments)

986238SD Basics Video $21.00
983379SD Basics DVD $21.00
986246SD Verbs Video $21.00
983387SD Verbs DVD $21.00
986106SD 2 pack Video $33.99
983395SD 2 pack DVD $35.99
15659XSD Sidekick Workbook $11.95

The Standard Deviants: Spanish Part
One covers: pronunciation, punctuation,
Spanish alphabet, the gender of nouns
and pronouns, accents, definite articles,
counting from 0 to 99, indefinite articles,
the essential verb "ser" and “estar”.
Running Time: 1 hour, 30 minutes (5 to 7
minute segments)

The Standard Deviants: Spanish Part
Two covers: the numbers 100-120,
multiples of 100, multiples of 1,000,
multiples of 1,000,000, adjective place-
ment, -ar verbs, -er verbs and -ir verbs,
irregular verb "tener" & “querer”, con-
structing negative sentences, expressing
the date,  time and weather, possessive
adjectives.
Running Time: 1 hour, 36 minutes (5 to 7
minute segments)

986211SD Spanish Part 1 $21.00
98622XSD Spanish Part 2 $21.00
156581SD Sidekick Workbook $11.95
156433SD Survival Pack 2 vid/wb $40.99
986092SD Video Box $33.99
983204SD DVD 2 pack $35.99

The Flaky Pastry World
of French

Parlez vous Francais? Not yet? Well, the
Standard Deviants can help. In French
Part 1, you will master the French
alphabet, learn lots of vocabulary and
how to conjugate verbs. This tape is full
of examples and mnemonic devices to
help you retain what you learn as you
begin to speak and understand a whole
new language! So, you already know
the French alphabet and pronunciation?
Now it's time to learn even more. With
French Part 2, the Standard Deviants
will teach you more complex topics, such
as articles, idioms, past tense, demon-
strative adjectives, and much more. This
video is sure to help you learn the most
difficult concepts in the French language
and have you packing your bags for
Paris in no time!

The Standard Deviants: French Part One covers: the
French alphabet, pronunciation, accents, infinitives,
gender, definite articles, pronouns, the verbs:”etre”
"avoir", "aller", "faire", adjectives, indefinite articles,
adverbs.
Running Time: 1 hour, 45 minutes

The Standard Deviants: French Part Two covers: le
partitif, irregular verbs - "boire", "dire", "pouvoir",
"vouloir" & "prendre", adjective placement, number and
gender of adjectives, "-re", “-er” and "-ir" verb conju-
gations, the present tense, the past tense, past
principle, reflexives, direct and indirect object pronouns.
Running Time: 1 hour, 45 minutes (5 to 7 minute seg-
ments)

986254SD French Part 1 $21.00
986262SD French Part 2 $21.00
986114SD Video Box $33.99
983263SD DVD 2 Pack $35.99

Here’s What People Have to Say About
Standard Deviants:

“The tapes presented the material in a clear
and easy to understand manner.”

Videos

As Featured in Standard Deviants catalog
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Elizabeth Hanson-Smith, Evelyn Fella, Norma Shapiro, and Jayme Adelson-Goldstein
Beginning-Intermediate

This interactive, multimedia CD-ROM brings the words and illustrations of The Oxford Picture Dictionary to
life with sound and animation. Its rich assortment of games, exercises, and activities makes it flexible for
use in conjunction with the Dictionary or on its own. Thematic content corresponds to secondary and
adult curricula, with a strong job-skills strand. It can be used in classrooms, in language labs, or at home,
and it can be easily adapted to individual, pair, or small group work.

The comprehensive Oxford Picture Dictionary Interactive CD-ROM provides hundreds of hours of speak-
ing, listening, reading, and writing practice, all on a single disc.
♦ All 3,700 words of The Oxford Picture Dictionary are presented with sound and stunning

visual images that provide easy access to meaning and pronunciation.
♦ Students can hear and learn to read, say, and spell any word they choose to explore.
♦ User-friendly navigation and help screens are geared to the special needs of language

learners.
♦ A special viewer allows students to easily explore the whole graphic as well as zoom in for close-

ups.
♦ Vocabulary can be easily searched, either by contextualized topic page or through a pictorial

glossary, helping students develop reference skills.
♦ A wide selection of activity types appeals to a variety of learning styles.
♦ Activities such as Conversation, Reading, "Job Talk," Dictation, Role Play, and Writing

provide contextualized vocabulary practice in speaking, reading, writing, and listening.
♦ A built-in word processor encourages students to write about any Dictionary topic and print out

their work.
♦ Easy lookup of words from readings, dialogues, and students' own writing is facilitated by

hyperlinked referencing to the glossary.
♦ Games offer motivating, easily customized reinforcement activities.
♦ Flashcard Maker enables students to practice on-screen or print out picture/word cards based

on their own word lists.
♦ Randomly-generated tests for each topic page enable targeted testing and multiple retests,

facilitating pre- and post-testing.
♦ Summary and detailed reports allow students and teachers to monitor progress.
♦ A Teacher Management System on the same disc permits teachers to review and edit student

information, as well as view tests and writing.
♦ A single CD contains both MacintoshTM and WindowsTM installations, accompanied by a User's

Guide.

The Oxford Picture Dictionary Interactive CD-ROM ©2000
435979-4 $149.00 each
Price Reduction by Volume:
1-10 discs $149.00 each
11-20 discs $119.20 each
21 or more $  89.40 each

System requirements:
IBMTM or compatible: 80486 or PentiumTM system. 16MB RAM (32MB preferred). Windows 95TM or later.
Graphics/Monitor: SVGA or higher, 640 X 480, 256-color mode. SoundBlaster compatible. CD-ROM drive. At least 10 MB of
free space on hard drive. Student Data may be stored on the hard drive or on a floppy disk.
MacintoshTM: 68040 or Power Macintosh. OS 7.5.3 or higher. 16 MB RAM (32MB preferred). CD-ROM drive. At least 15 MB of
free space on hard drive. Student data may be stored on the hard drive or on a floppy disk.

Picture Dictionary

As Featured in our
ESL Catalog
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The Dictionary
♦ Illustrates over 3,700 words in full-color, each clearly labeled and defined in context for easy

identification.
♦ Offers 140 key topics targeted to meet the vocabulary needs of adults and young adults for real

communication.
♦ Features topics grouped into 12 thematic areas, several with a vocational strand providing

language for immediate use.
♦ Teaches many verbs, adjectives and phrases.
♦ Includes a variety of exercises for practice and review, leading to meaningful, accurate use of

the new vocabulary.
♦ Provides an index with an easy-to-follow pronunciation guide to increase students' fluency.
The 12 Topic Areas in the
Dictionary include:

Everyday Language
People
Housing
Food
Clothing
Health
Community
Transportation
Areas of Study
Plants and Animals
Work
Recreation

Dictionary Cassettes

The Cassettes feature all the
words in the monolingual edition
of the Dictionary and serve as
an easy-to-repeat speech
model.

Overhead Transparencies

Full-color Overhead Transpar-
encies are available for each
page of the Monolingual edition
of the Dictionary.

Bilingual Editions

There are thirteen bilingual Dictio-
nary editions: Spanish, Chinese,
Vietnamese, Russian, Korean,
Japanese, Polish, Arabic, Brazilian
Portuguese, Haitian, Thai and
Cambodian. The second language
is presented in blue underneath
the English word. A complete
second-language index is in-
cluded.

Interactive CD-ROM

This interactive, multimedia CD-
ROM brings the words and illustra-
tions of The Oxford Picture
Dictionary to life with sound and
animation. See previous page for
more information or the order form
to purchase.

Teacher's Book and
Focused Listening Cas-
sette

The Teacher's Book
includes the complete
Dictionary plus easy-to-
use lesson plans for the
whole program. Each page
includes the full-color,
reduced size Dictionary
illustration, annotated with
wrap-around notes. They
provide cultural and factual
background information
and teaching strategies.
The step-by-step lesson
plans offer a variety of
activities for presenting,
practicing, and expanding
the vocabulary lesson
through work in all four
skills. Listening activities
are supported by a Fo-
cused Listening Cas-
sette.

The Oxford Picture Dictionary is the
ultimate program for vocabulary learning

available today.
It is ideal for beginning-intermediate

adult and young adult students.

Oxford Picture Dictionary 2002

470059-3 Mono $  14.95
436197-7 Arabic $  14.95
436281-7 Portugeuse $  14.95
435194-7 Cambodian $  14.95
435189-0 Chinese $  14.95
435195-5 Haitian/Creole $  14.95
435190-4 Japanese $  14.95
435191-2 Korean $  14.95
435193-9 Polish $  14.95
435192-0 Russian $  14.95
435188-2 Spanish $  14.95
435720-1 Thai $  14.95
435203-X Vietnamese $  14.95
470060-7 Teacher’s Bk $  18.95
438403-9 Listening CDs $  38.95
435187-4 Listening Cassettes $  31.95
436100-4 TB & Listening Cass. $  45.95
438402-0 Dictionary CDs $  49.95
470061-5 Dictionary Cass. $  42.95
435186-6 Classic Class Activ $  25.99
435185-8 Overheads $215.00
438406-3 Grammar Activities $   8.95

Picture Dictionary
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Beginning Workbook &
Intermediate Workbook

The Beginning Workbook and
Intermediate Workbook in full
color offer vocabulary reinforcement
activities that correspond page for
page to the Dictionary. Clear, simple
instructions with examples make
them ideal for independent use in the
classroom, at home, and for multi-
level classes.

The Workbooks provide opportuni-
ties for contextualized vocabulary
practice and critical thinking skills
development through motivating
contexts and engaging activities,
including:
♦ Picture and reality

based life-skills
practice.

♦ Real information depicted
in charts and graphs.

♦ Student-centered
exercises.

♦ Additional higher- level
speaking and writing
practice.

A Workbook Answer Key provides
the answer to the exercises in both
workbooks. One key will be provided
upon request with each class order
of 10 workbooks.

.435073-8 Beg. WB $10.95
435977-8 Int. WB $10.95

English Literacy/Civics

The following topics are especially relevant to EL/Civics education:
Unit #6: Health: Health Care, Medical Emergencies, Clinics, Medical
and Dental Exams, A Hospital.
Unit #7: Community: The Legal System, Crime, Public Safety, U.S.
Mail, City Streets.
Unit #9: Areas of Study: Types of Schools, U.S. History, U.S. Govern-
ment and Citizenship, Geography.
Unit #11: Work: Jobs and Occupations, Job Skills, Job Search, An
Office, Farming/Ranching, Construction, Tools and Building Supplies.

Classic Classroom Activities
Renée Weiss, Jayme Adelson-Goldstein,
and Norma Shapiro

Classic Classroom Activities is a collec-
tion of reproducible support materials for
the Oxford Picture Dictionary.

It offers:
♦ Over 100 reproducible communica-
tive practice activities.
♦ 768 reproducible picture cards
based on the vocabulary of the Dictio-
nary.
♦ Student-centered "classic" activi-
ties including information gaps, mixers,
role plays, and board games.
♦ Teacher's notes and step-by-step
instructions.

435186-6 Class Act. $25.95

Workbook Answer Key N/C w/class order
435977-8 WB Ans. Key

Picture Dictionary
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The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary,
Second Edition is the core of the program.

This flexible four-skills program addresses
the critical language needs of low-beginning
and literacy level adult and young adult
students.

Margot F. Gramer, Norma Shapiro, Jayme
Adelson-Goldstein, and Fiona Armstrong,
Garnet Templin-Imel with Shirley Brod

The Dictionary features:
♦ 1,200 essential words and phrases.
♦ 12 units providing key, everyday

vocabulary.
♦ Full color illustrations presenting clearly

labeled vocabulary words in large, easy-to
read type.

All of the Dictionary vocabulary is recorded in
clear, easy-to-repeat speech and is available on
CDs and Cassettes.
The Dictionary Second Edition offers
NEW! Easy exercises on every page give students
immediate practice with the new vocabulary.
NEW! A color-guide to help locate units by topic
more easily.
NEW! Some illustrations have been updated to a
more contemporary style.

Bilingual Edition
An English/Spanish Second Edition of the Dictionary
presents the Spanish vocabulary in blue next to
the English words.

Teacher's Book
The Teacher's Book includes full-color, reduced
size illustrations from each Dictionary page, with
wrap-around lesson plans. Each topic is annotated
with teaching tips, including grammar, usage, and
pronunciation notes. The index and pronunciation
guide from the Dictionary are also included.

Teacher's Resource Book of Reproducible
Activities
This combined teacher's resource and student
activity book provides communicative practice with
more than 130 listening, speaking, reading, writing
activities. Each activity is related to a specific
Dictionary topic. The CDs and Cassettes feature
the listening activities.

Workbook
This collection of reading and writing exercises
correlates page-for-page with the Dictionary. An
Answer Key is included.

It provides a rich, clear visual presentation of the key vocabulary in meaningful contexts. This language is
essential for the development of basic communication survival skills.

Overhead Transparencies
Full-color Overhead Transparencies are available for
every page of the Dictionary.

Picture Cards
The reproducible Picture Cards offer 256 black-and-
white illustrations that represent key Dictionary
vocabulary. Includes a booklet of activity sugges-
tions.

Literacy Program
Designed to be used with the Dictionary, this
comprehensive four-skills program combines
teacher's notes, reproducible student pages, pre-
and post-tests, pre-literacy materials, and word/
picture cards in one binder.

The Basic Oxford Picture Dictionary Second
Edition Program
Dictionaries:
437232-4 Mono English, SE $ 13.50
437235-9 English/Spanish, SE $ 13.50
Components:
438598-1 Dictionary CDs (3) $ 49.95
434470-3 Dictionary Cassettes (3) $ 42.95
437237-5 Teacher's Book $ 17.95
434469-X Teacher's Resource Book $ 19.95
438599-X Teacher's RB CDs (2) $ 35.95
434582-3 Teacher's RB Cassette (1) $ 17.50
434567-X Workbook $   8.95
434565-3 Picture Cards $ 29.95
433973-4 Overhead Transparencies    $199.95
434573-4 Literacy Program $ 54.00

Recommended for No Child Left Behind & EL Civics

Picture Dictionary

As Featured in our
ESL Catalog
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The New Oxford Picture Dictionary Program - 1988 Edition
Dictionaries
434199-2 Monolingual English (Paperback) $ 13.50
434533-5 Monolingual English (Hardcover) $ 19.95
434359-6 English/Cambodian $ 13.50
434357-X English/Chinese $ 13.50
434356-1 English/Japanese $ 13.50
434360-X English/Korean $ 13.50
434362-6 English/Navajo $ 13.50
434650-1 English/Polish $ 13.50
434651-X English/Russian $ 13.50
434355-3 English/Spanish $ 13.50
434358-8 English/Vietnamese $ 13.50
Components
434365-0 Listening and Speaking Activity Bk $ 19.95
434363-4 Listening and Speaking Act Cass $ 17.50
434330-8 Teacher’s Guide $ 9.95
434326-X Beginner’s Workbook $ 9.95
434325-1 Intermediate Workbook $ 9.95
434532-7 Overhead Transparencies (100) $ 199.95
434296-4 Vocabulary Playing Cards (80) $ 7.25
434329-4 Cassettes (4) $ 42.95

New Oxford Picture Dictionary CD-ROM
Beginning-Intermediate
The full-color NOPD CD-ROM makes the illustrations from the Dictionary come alive through sound,
animation, and interactive exercises. This exciting multimedia picture dictionary offers:
♦ Easy access to over 2,400 words in spoken and written form.
♦ Interactive exercises and activities that allow students to practice at their own pace.
♦ Short reading texts and dialogues that put vocabulary into context.
♦ Monolingual English and English/Spanish versions are available. The bilingual version allows students
to access words in both languages (spoken and written forms).
New Oxford Picture Dictionary CD-ROM
458866-1 Monolingual English $49.95
458648-0 English/Spanish $49.95
1-10 Disks $49.95
11-20 Disks $44.96
21 or more $39.96

The New Oxford Picture Dictionary Program
Beginning-Intermediate
A favorite for many years, The New Oxford Picture Dictionary published in
1988, contains over 2,400 illustrated vocabulary words divided into 82
topics. There are nine bilingual editions of the Dictionary.
Components
The Cassettes feature all the vocabulary words in the Dictionary. The
Listening and Speaking Activity Book offers communicative activities. The
illustrated Beginner’s Workbook and Intermediate Workbook contain four-
skills practice. The Teacher’s Guide provides cultural and linguistic
information plus activities. The Playing Cards include 40 color illustrations
and corresponding vocabulary words, plus an instruction booklet. Overhead
Transparencies feature every page of the Dictionary.

Picture Dictionary

As Featured in our
ESL Catalog
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Dictionaries/Foreign

Diccionario Oxford Escolar
para Estudiantes Mexicanos de Inglés
Español-Inglés, Inglés-Español
Intermediate
This dictionary features more than 52,000 refer-
ences, idiomatic expressions, and examples. The
illustrations and grammar notes, plus the coverage
of culture and usage, make it invaluable for Mexican
students learning about the English language and
related cultures.
431178-3 Diccionario Oxford Escolar $16.95

Cambridge Word
Selector

Inglés-Español
Diccionario temático del
inglés contemporaneo

Michael McCarthy
Word Selector Inglés-Español
is one of a unique new range of
bilingual reference books for
learners of English. Words and
phrases are organised around key concepts and
near-synonyms in English are clearly differentiated.
Word Selector contains: 1) 450 word groups
organised either by topic (e.g. Hospital, Aircraft) or
concept (e.g. Understand, Strength), and built
around a core vocabulary. This section is highly
illustrated with line drawings. 2) Language for Com-
munication: 48 sections comprising a unique collec-
tion of everyday conversational phrases for different
situations (e.g. Expressing Surprise, Telephoning),
and their nearest equivalents in the learner’s own
language. 3) An alphabetical index of all English
headwords (including IPA pronunciations) and an
alphabetical index of all translations. Word Selector
gives clear and detailed information on grammar and
collocation, and has thousands of example sen-
tences, as well as extensive coverage of idioms. The
learner’s own language is used in all explanations,
and the needs of Spanish-speaking learners are
specifically covered. American English is included.
425824CA English-Spanish $28.00
425832CA English-French $28.00
42223XCA English-Italian $28.00
480256CA Eng-Italian HC $39.00

Daniel Jones, Edited by Peter Roach, James
Hartman
A major new edition of the classic guide to English
pronunciation:*Over 18, 000 new entries added
*Full coverage of North American pronunciation
*New, clearer layout *Stress patterns of thousands
of compounds and idioms Areas of coverage have
been selected to reflect today's interests and
needs, and, as well as general vocabulary,
include:*People: from ancient times to people in the
news today*Places: thousands of British and US
place names as well as major towns and cities of
the world *Science and technology: including
computing, medicine and communications * Litera-
ture: authors, place names and characters from
major works of literature *Encyclopedic: religions,
philosophies, historic events. All pronunciations use
the International Phonetic Alphabet.
017122CA Paperback $  28.00
017130CA Paperback w/CD-ROM $  38.00
816939CA Hardcover $  39.00
531594CA Network CD-ROM $350.00

Cambridge
English Pronouncing

Dictionary
16th Edition

NEW
Edition

Cambridge International
Dictionary of Phrasal Verbs

An invaluable new reference book for
learners who need to master this
notoriously difficult aspect of the
English language. Based on evidence
from the Cambridge International
Corpus, this book provides clear and
simple explanations of over 4,500
phrasal verbs current in British,
American and Australian English
today. It uses a carefully controlled
defining vocabulary, making all explanations easy to
understand. It contains thousands of example
sentences, showing phrasal verbs in context and
gives clear information on grammar and collocation
without using complicted codes. In addition, it gives
students guidance on the most useful phrasal verbs
to learn and includes exercises enabling students to
practise phrasal verbs. It also contains theme panels
presenting phrasal verbs in topic groups [e.g. rela-
tionships: chat up, ask out, settle down, split up].
565588CA Paperback $28.00
562996CA Hard Cover $42.00

As Featured in our
ESL Catalog
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LANGUAGE LEARNING CANTONESE
Learn to speak Cantonese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation
and clarity. Special features of this program are a
guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics
such as greetings, introductions, shopping terms,
etc.; and explanations of grammar and usage.  W =
Windows
DCD8074W CANTONESE $39.95
DCD8074W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE LABS CHINESE
With over 800 words and phrases, and more than
200 different exercises, Language Labs are ideal for
children or adults taking their first steps in learning a
new language. Language Labs teach you to ‘think’ a
new language rather than translating it. They use
the constant association of spoken words, written
words and pictures in carefully chosen contexts and
sequences so you learn the language almost without
realizing. Starting with simple concepts and expres-
sions, the program systematically introduces new
vocabulary and grammar to build on what you have
mastered in previous chapters.  W = Windows
DCD8034W LANGUAGE LABS CHINESE $39.95

LANGUAGE LEARNING CHINESE
Learn to speak Chinese quickly and easily by click-
ing, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.  W =
Windows
DCD8073W CHINESE $39.95
DCD8073W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING HEBREW
Learn to speak Hebrew quickly and easily by clicking,
listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.  W =
Windows
DCD8086W HEBREW $39.95
DCD8086W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING JAPANESE
Learn to speak Japanese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation
and clarity. Special features of this program are a
guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics
such as greetings, introductions, shopping terms,
etc.; and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8075W JAPANESE $39.95
DCD8075W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING RUSSIAN
Learn to speak Russian quickly and easily by clicking,
listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8072W RUSSIAN $39.95
DCD8072W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING PORTUGUESE
Learn to speak Portuguese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation
and clarity. Special features of this program are a
guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics
such as greetings, introductions, shopping terms,
etc.; and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8076W PORTUGUESE $39.95
DCD8076W Lab pack (5) $119.85

CD-ROMS

As Featured in our
Queue Catalog
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LANGUAGE LEARNING TAGALOG
Learn to speak Tagalog quickly and easily by click-
ing, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8077W TAGALOG $39.95
DCD8077W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING VIETNAMESE
Learn to speak Vietnamese quickly and easily by
clicking, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words
and phrases, plus conversations. Now you can
record your own voice and compare it with the
native speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation
and clarity. Special features of this program are a
guide to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics
such as greetings, introductions, shopping terms,
etc.; and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8087W VIETNAMESE $39.95
DCD8087W Lab pack (5) $119.85

BERLITZ THINK & TALK: FRENCH
Based on the proven immersion method of learning
from Berlitz, the international leader in foreign
language instruction, Think & Talk focuses on intro-
ductory conversation skills. The Berlitz technique
teaches languages naturally—it’s particularly suited
to beginning students! Students learn by simply
listening to dialogue in the target language and
repeating what they hear. With its lively dialogue
and 50 interactive lessons filled with colorful graph-
ics, clever sound effects, music, and audio, Think &
Talk will have students conversing in no time!  MW =
Hybrid
DCD8106MW BERLITZ THINK & TALK: $44.95

DIX JEUX FRANCAIS
Ten French games with sound and music. The
teacher has control over the vocabulary used and
the degree of accuracy expected by the student. All
text is in French except the HELP facility. Extremely
user-friendly, the student can learn new words by
clicking on pictures etc. The games are; En ville;
places in town, asking and giving directions; Au
college; school subjects, days of the week; Trois en
ligne; months, seasons, festivals, weather; Tours de
France; numbers, geography of France; Au voleur!;
cloths and colours; Aux magasins; shops and shop-
ping; Ma famillie; family relationships; Parlafenetre;
prepositions; Quelmetier! occupations. Mozoq; parts
of the body, feeling ill.  W = Windows
DCD8096W DIX JEUX FRANCAIS $85.00

ADVANCE YOUR FRENCH
Advance Your French is a fully structured program
that will help you further develop your language
skills. This fully interactive program provides audio
coaching, comprehensive exercises and an inte-
grated dictionary to increase your fluency and
improve your understanding of French. Ideal whether
you are studying at home, college or for business.
Eight different types of exercises. Other key fea-
tures include 80 conversation phrases to improve
your communicative skills; 5,000 word built-in dictio-
nary; an authoring facility to record your own voice,
phrases and words within the eight modules and
phrase section (microphone required). W = Windows
DCD8093W ADVANCE YOUR FRENCH $49.95
DCD8093W Lab pack (5) $149.85

BUSINESS TALK - FRENCH
This program is an interactive phrase book in French
which includes listening and speaking practice
exercises; voice recording and playback (microphone
not included); common commercial expressions; over
1,500 useful French words, phrases, and sentences;
36 vocabulary sections; 24 dialogues; and a self-
test option. Topics covered include introductions,
people, quality, processes, selling, deliveries, corre-
spondence, finance, statistics, meetings, and strat-
egy and industrial relations.  MW = Hybrid
DCD8138MW BUSINESS TALK - FRENCH $75.00

PERSPECTIVES FRANCAISES
Perspectives Francaises has a wide variety of mate-
rial suited to the interests of young people . The
many topics covered include the home, school
shopping food ,holidays wedding free time and
leisure, the family, working town in country travel
places, customs, tourism and the physical environ-
ment. Because of it's powerful search capabilities,
the program is extremely flexible and can be used in
conjunction with any course. Pupils work with high
quality photographs and spoken texts. Pause and
repeat keys enable them to progress at their own
rate. Unfamiliar words can be looked up in the
Picture Based dictionary which not only translates,
but gives explanations and comments to copies of
the pictures and text, may be printed in required.
Topics covered include: La vie de tous les jours; A
boire et a manger; Vie privee et vie de societe, Le
monde ui nous entoure' Panneaux et ecriteaux' Le
monde du travail.
DCD8122W PERSPECTIVE FRANCAISES $105.00
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LE TOUR DE FRANCE
A multimedia French quiz that captures the interest
of pupils while improving their vocabulary, pronuncia-
tions and listening comprehension, it also introduces
the towns and tourist attractions of France. Users
must complete various route around France but can
only but can only progress if they are successful on
the quiz. At each stage-town on a route they are
presented with a picture and a choice of 4 spoken
descriptions of that picture. Only one descriptions is
correct and to go forward to the next town, they
must select the right one (else...it's back to the
previous stage!). Before making a choice, users can
hear description of a picture as many times as they
like, and if they wish see it's text while hearing it.
Wrong answers are corrected and all is spoken by a
native speaker at a normal speed. Two levels of
difficulty, 'facility' or 'difficile', make the quiz suitable
to any stage of learning. The 'facile' level only uses
the sometimes uses the future and past tenses as
well as longer sentences. W = Windows
DCD8121W LE TOUR DE FRANCE $85.00

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL II

French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Stu-
dents progress at their own pace. Each CD has eight
chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place I and
II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II, and
Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented
belong to various styles: documentary, humor,
recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify them or
can continue the story with the built-in word pro-
cessor. Developed in France, this program will allow
students to enrich their vocabulary, practice gram-
mar and spelling, and to express themselves in
written French. Also included is a detailed assess-
ment for each exercise.  W = Windows
DCD8081W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL II $65.00

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL I

French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Stu-
dents progress at their own pace. Each CD has eight
chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place I and
II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II, and
Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented
belong to various styles: documentary, humor,
recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify them or
can continue the story with the built-in word pro-
cessor. Developed in France, this program will allow
students to enrich their vocabulary, practice gram-
mar and spelling, and to express themselves in
written French. Also included is a detailed assess-
ment for each exercise.  W = Windows
DCD8056W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL I $65.00

FRENCH EN ROUTE
This program is an extensive and impressive lan-
guage learning resource, containing thousands of
pictures and graphics, an interactive dictionary, and
over two hours of spoken French. It enables stu-
dents to speak, hear, read, and write the language
in a variety of common and interesting everyday
situations. Record and practice grammar and pro-
nunciation (microphone not included). Two interac-
tive games are an enjoyable way to test knowledge.
W = Windows
DCD8114W FRENCH EN ROUTE $49.95

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL III

French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Stu-
dents progress at their own pace. Each CD has eight
chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place I and
II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II, and
Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented
belong to various styles: documentary, humor,
recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify them or
can continue the story with the built-in word pro-
cessor. Developed in France, this program will allow
students to enrich their vocabulary, practice gram-
mar and spelling, and to express themselves in
written French. Also included is a detailed assess-
ment for each exercise.  W = Windows
DCD8082W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL III $65.00

L'EXPRESSION ÉCRITE, C'EST FACILE!
LEVEL IV

French Expression allows you to study French
writing and speaking at four different levels. Stu-
dents progress at their own pace. Each CD has eight
chapters: Putting Words in Their Proper Place I and
II, Word Puzzle I and II, Punctuation I and II, and
Text Writing I and II. The texts that are presented
belong to various styles: documentary, humor,
recipes, poetry, etc. Students can modify them or
can continue the story with the built-in word pro-
cessor. Developed in France, this program will allow
students to enrich their vocabulary, practice gram-
mar and spelling, and to express themselves in
written French. Also included is a detailed assess-
ment for each exercise.  W = Windows
DCD8083W L'EXPRESSION LEVEL IV $65.00
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EXPERT FRENCH
Learn practical French through immersion in a 3D
city. Learn phrases and expand your vocabulary as
you explore shops, hotels, theatres, and more. Voice
recording and an illustrated glossary will help you
master French quickly. WD = Windows/DOS
DCD8031WD EXPERT FRENCH $49.95
DCD8031WD Lab pack (5) $149.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING FRENCH
Learn to speak French quickly and easily by clicking,
listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage. W = Win-
dows
DCD8069W FRENCH $39.95
DCD8069W Lab pack (5) $119.85

MULTIMEDIA WINDOWS™ FRENCH
Ideal for first- and second-year high school stu-
dents, this CD is a guide to mastery of the French
language. As an effective learning tool, this disc
helps students build fluency in French in five ways.
Multiple choice and matching tests provide basic
drills in 1,200 French vocabulary words. Context
sensitive questions help students to remember the
meaning of the words and to integrate them into
proper sentences. Coverage of present tense verb
conjugation guides students to grammatically cor-
rect sentence structure. Drills in sentence transla-
tion speed achievement of fluency. Graphs and
reports measure students' progress and guide them
to success. The program features complete cover-
age of 1,200 French vocabulary words, including
present tense verb conjugation; drills in sentence
translation which speed achievement of fluency; and
true French pronunciation accessible with the click
of a mouse.  W = Windows
DCD8011W MULTIMEDIA FRENCH $49.95

FRENCH TUTOR
Save $1,850.00 off software prices with this com-
plete course in French grammar, vocabulary, and
reading comprehension. Includes bonus programs in
German, Latin, and Italian! 40 floppy disks in all offer
a high level of interactivity, immediate feedback, and
remediation after each wrong answer! The program
includes French for Kids, Complete French Grammar
I-XV (including French Grammar I-XV plus Compre-
hensive French Grammar Review), French Reading
Comprehension Series, French Grammar Review I &
II, and Le Grand Concours.
QCD8000B FRENCH TUTOR $55.00
QCD8000B Lab Pack (5) $165.00
QCD8000M FRENCH TUTOR $55.00
QCD8000M Lab Pack (5) $165.00

EVERYDAY FRENCH
Learn to speak like a native! This fun and informa-
tive CD contains nearly 1,000 words in French. Pick
an activity, like a party, and then click on a picture
to hear the word for the object in both English and
French. Learn by context and by hearing and seeing
the words in both languages.  W = Windows
DCD8017W EVERYDAY FRENCH $49.95
DCD8017W Lab pack (5) $149.85

HISTORY AND CULTURE
OF FRANCE

This extraordinary interactive
multimedia CD with live video
sequences will give your students
an in-depth look at the history,
geography, and culture of France.
The narration in both French and
English with instantly accessible
translation, as well as the com-
prehensive interactive index,
make this program a useful tool
for students of French language
and civilization. In addition, the
CD features teacher's guides
containing learning objectives,
synopses of the presentations,
questions for preparation, review,
and discussion, and suggested
enrichment activities. Special
presentations on the CD examine
some of the most celebrated
works of French art in the Louvre
Museum as well as French archi-
tectural achieve
ments noted for their beauty and historical signifi-
cance, and up-to-date interactive maps of France
and Europe provide a colorful and detailed geo-
graphic context for the main presentations. Supple-
mental materials include a complete history of
France and fact sheets on contemporary French
society. The program also explores France's spec-
tacular landscapes, as well as its diverse population.
An exploration of Paris, the capital and heart of
France, illustrates France's numerous contributions
to world trade, research and development, and
education. Students can also follow the activities of
various members of a French family, learning about
the French educational system, a local farmers'
market, the ceremonial daily dinners, and the French
workplace.  M = Macintosh, W = Windows
QCD5099M HISTORY/CULTURE FRANCE $95.00
QCD5099M Lab Pack (5) $285.00
QCD5099W HISTORY/CULTURE FRANCE $95.00
QCD5099W Lab Pack (5) $285.00

CD-ROMS
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L'ORTHOGRAPHE, C'EST FACILE!
Easy Spelling lets students study the main difficul-
ties in French spelling—common spelling errors and
grammar-related mistakes—at four different levels.
Seven different exercises are offered on each CD:
Writing of the Sounds, Main Spelling Rules, Begin-
nings and Endings, Agreement of Nouns and Adjec-
tives, Verb Agreement, Homonyms, and the Secret
Word. Developed in France, this program allows
students to improve their ability to express them-
selves in written French. Also included is a detailed
assessment for each exercise.  W = Windows
DCD8055W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL I $65.00
DCD8078W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL II $65.00
DCD8079W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL III $65.00
DCD8080W L'ORTHOGRAPHE LEVEL IV $65.00

LES BASES DU FRANçAIS
This highly interactive program, ideal for intermedi-
ate language levels, enables students to reinforce
grammar, vocabulary, spelling, and listening compre-
hension skills through a variety of exciting activities.
Produced in France, this unique program offers
content and an interface exclusively in French that
challenge students and provides countless opportu-
nities for learning in a stimulating format. The pro-
gram requires students to put their knowledge to
work to complete the tasks that are set before them
and increase their overall score. In La Ville des
Erreurs (The City of Errors), students identify errors
within a sentence and correct them, and in Le
Vaisseau des Jeux de Mots (The Ship of Word
Games), students employ comprehension skills to
choose the word in the sentence that is an anagram
of a word that makes greater sense in its place. Le
Puzzle des Mots (Word Puzzle) offers a group of
random syllables to be reformulated into a series of
words that fall within a specified category or theme.
In Devinettes Orthographiques (Word Riddles) and Le
Bon Choix (The Right Choice), students select the
word that suits the given context and specifica-
tions, as they do in Les Définitions Secrètes (Secret
Definitions) with the pieces of the required words
appearing as clues. Once they enter Le Château de
la Dictée (The Dictation Castle), students listen to a
narration and complete the gaps in the correspond-
ing written paragraph, and once in La Grotte des
Mots Perdus (The Cave of Lost Words), they view a
series of words as they flash across the screen and
then use these words to complete the sentences
that follow. Help is available in every section of the
program.  MW = Hybrid
DCD8002MW LES BASES DU FRANçAIS $65.00

LE FRANçAIS PAR L'ORAL
By the developers of Les Bases du Français, this
program lets you record your voice (microphone not
included) and compare it to that of a native speaker
and read commentaries on specific points of gram-
mar and syntax. A dictation module affords you the
opportunity to listen and write what you hear and
then compare it to a correct rendering.  MW =
Hybrid
DCD8054MW LE FRANçAIS PAR L'ORAL $85.00

CD-ROMS
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BERLITZ THINK & TALK: GERMAN
Based on the proven immersion method of learning
from Berlitz, the international leader in foreign
language instruction, Think & Talk focuses on intro-
ductory conversation skills. The Berlitz technique
teaches languages naturally—it’s particularly suited
to beginning students! Students learn by simply
listening to dialogue in the target language and
repeating what they hear. With its lively dialogue
and 50 interactive lessons filled with colorful graph-
ics, clever sound effects, music, and audio, Think &
Talk will have students conversing in no time!  MW =
Hybrid
DCD8107MW THINK & TALK: GERMAN $44.95

LANGUAGE LABS GERMAN
With over 800 words and phrases, and more than
200 different exercises, Language Labs are ideal for
children or adults taking their first steps in learning a
new language. Language Labs teach you to ‘think’ a
new language rather than translating it. They use
the constant association of spoken words, written
words and pictures in carefully chosen contexts and
sequences so you learn the language almost without
realizing. Starting with simple concepts and expres-
sions, the program systematically introduces new
vocabulary and grammar to build on what you have
mastered in previous chapters.  W = Windows
DCD8037W LANGUAGE LABS GERMAN $39.95

EXPERT GERMAN
Learn practical German through immersion in a 3D
city. Learn phrases and expand your vocabulary as
you explore shops, hotels, theatres, and more. Voice
recording and an illustrated glossary will help you
master German quickly.  WD = Windows/DOS
DCD8032WD EXPERT GERMAN $49.95
DCD8032WD Lab pack (5) $149.85
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ZHEN DEUTSHE SPEILE
Ten German games with sound and music. The
teacher has control over the vocabulary used the
degree of accuracy expected by the student. All
text is in German except the HELP facility. Extremely
user friendly, the student can learn new words by
clicking the picture etc.... The games are: In de
stadt: places in town asking and giving directions:
In der Schule: school subjects, days of the week;
Drei in einer Reilhe: months, seasons festivals,
weather; Deutschlandreise: numbers, geography of
German; Haltet den Dieb!; cloths and colours;
Einkaufen: shop and shopping; Meine Famillie: family
relationships: Durch das Fenster; prepostions;
Welcher Beruf? occupations; Zwengi;parts of the
body; feeling ill.  W = Windows
DCD8124W ZHEN DEUTSHE SPEILE $85.00

LANGUAGE LEARNING GERMAN
Learn to speak German quickly and easily by clicking,
listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.
DCD8070W LANGUAGE LEARN GERMAN $39.95
DCD8070W Lab pack (5) $119.85

ADVANCE YOUR ITALIAN
Advance Your Italian is a fully structured program
that will help you further develop your language
skills. This fully interactive program provides audio
coaching, comprehensive exercises and an inte-
grated dictionary to increase your fluency and
improve your understanding of Italian. Ideal whether
you are studying at home, college or for business.
Eight different types of exercises. Other key fea-
tures include 80 conversation phrases to improve
your communicative skills; 5,000 word built-in dictio-
nary; an authoring facility to record your own voice,
phrases and words within the eight modules and
phrase section (microphone required).  W = Windows
DCD8096W ADVANCE YOUR ITALIAN $49.95
DCD8096W Lab pack (5) $149.85

BERLITZ THINK & TALK: ITALIAN
Based on the proven immersion method of learning
from Berlitz, the international leader in foreign
language instruction, Think & Talk focuses on intro-
ductory conversation skills. The Berlitz technique
teaches languages naturally—it’s particularly suited
to beginning students! Students learn by simply
listening to dialogue in the target language and
repeating what they hear. With its lively dialogue
and 50 interactive lessons filled with colorful graph-
ics, clever sound effects, music, and audio, Think &
Talk will have students conversing in no time!  MW =
Hybrid
DCD8108MW THINK & TALK: ITALIAN $44.95

LANGUAGE LEARNING ITALIAN
Learn to speak Italian quickly and easily by clicking,
listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage.  W =
Windows
DCD8071W LANGUAGE LEARN ITALIAN $39.95
DCD8071W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE DISCOVERY
Language Discovery is an innovative way for stu-
dents of all ages to learn 1,000 words in four lan-
guages from a single CD. Words are grouped into
more than thirty topics. Each word is shown with a
picture and pronounced by a native speaker. These
pictures are also included in an illustrated scene to
help put the words in context. Clicking on an object
in this illustration shows the word and plays its
pronunciation. Students can also use this illustration
to test themselves by finding an object in the scene
after seeing and hearing its name. Dictionaries of
each language and a multilevel game are also pro-
vided. Throughout, any of the four languages can be
selected with a click of the mouse. The program
features nearly 1,000 words in English, French,
German, and Spanish illustrated and spoken; pic-
tures, spellings, and correct pronunciation with easy
transition between any of the four languages;
multilevel, fun-filled game to reinforce your language
proficiency; an illustrated dictionary indexed from
English to French, Spanish or German, or from
French, Spanish, or German to English; and an easy-
to-use interface designed for maximum performance.
M = Macintosh, W = Windows
DCD8010M LANGUAGE DISCOVERY $49.95
DCD8010W LANGUAGE DISCOVERY $49.95
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LANGUAGE LEARNING SPANISH 1
Learn to speak Spanish quickly and easily by click-
ing, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage. W = Win-
dows
DCD8024W LEARNING SPANISH 1 $39.95
DCD8024W Lab pack (5) $119.85

LANGUAGE LEARNING SPANISH 2
Learn to speak Spanish quickly and easily by click-
ing, listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Now you can record
your own voice and compare it with the native
speaker’s voice to help improve pronunciation and
clarity. Special features of this program are a guide
to pronunciation; a discussion of useful topics such
as greetings, introductions, shopping terms, etc.;
and explanations of grammar and usage. W = Win-
dows
DCD8068W LEARNING SPANISH 2 $39.95
DCD8068W Lab pack (5) $119.85

START TO LEARN SPANISH
2ND EDITION

From an initial in introduction, right through to high
school level, start to Learn Spanish is a fully- struc-
tured program that will help you developed your
language skills. This fully interactive program pro-
vides audio coaching, comprehensive exercises and
an integrated dictionary to increase your fluency
and improve you understanding of Spanish. Modules
include: Storyboard---tell a story or sets a screen.
You must select the answer line which related
accurately to the story; Select -a-word --Select
the correct word from a list which has been remove
from a line of text; Mind the Gap!--select the cor-
rect word which has been moved from the sentence
but this time no hints!; Write down dictation exer-
cises---hear the word and then type accurately
type in what you heard" Word Blocks-- rearrange
phrases into the correct order; Right line--multiple
choice exercises---multiple choice exercises; Word
puzzles---understand the question, then find the
answer in a grid of letters. Other features include 80
introductory phrases to get you started,5000-word
built-in-dictionary to supplement your learning, and
authoring facility to record you own voice, phrases
and word within the eight module and phrase sec-
tion.  W = Windows
DCD805W START TO LEARN SPANISH $39.95

ADVANCE YOUR SPANISH
Advance Your Spanish is a fully structured program
that will help you further develop your language
skills. This fully interactive program provides audio
coaching, comprehensive exercises and an inte-
grated dictionary to increase your fluency and
improve your understanding of Spanish. Ideal
whether you are studying at home, college or for
business. Eight different types of exercises. Other
key features include 80 conversation phrases to
improve your communicative skills; 5,000 word built-
in dictionary; an authoring facility to record your
own voice, phrases and words within the eight
modules and phrase section (microphone required).
W = Windows
DCD8094W ADVANCE YOUR SPANISH $49.95
DCD8094W Lab pack (5) $149.85

BUSINESS TALK - SPANISH
This program is an interactive phrase book in Span-
ish which includes listening and speaking practice
exercises; voice recording and playback (microphone
not included); common commercial expressions; over
1,500 useful Spanish words, phrases, and sen-
tences; 36 vocabulary sections; 24 dialogues; and a
self-test option. Topics covered include introduc-
tions, people, quality, processes, selling, deliveries,
correspondence, finance, statistics, meetings, and
strategy and industrial relations.  MW = Hybrid
DCD8137MW BUSINESS TALK - SPANISH $75.00

As Featured in our
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SPANISH GRAMMAR CD
A complete tutorial and review of Spanish grammar,
corresponding to four years of high school Spanish
or six semesters of college study, on one CD-ROM,
at great savings over the purchase of individual
floppy disks. The earliest lessons assume no prior
exposure to the Spanish language.  MW = Hybrid
QCD8009MW SPANISH GRAMMAR CD $95.00
QCD8009MW Lab Pack (5) $285.00
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HISTORY AND CULTURE OF SPAIN
Live video clips highlight this extraordinary interac-
tive multimedia presentation. Your students will learn
about the history, geography, and culture of Spain.
The main portion of this program offers three differ-
ent narrations: one in English, one in beginning-level
Spanish, and one in advanced-level Spanish. On-
screen Spanish text facilitates comprehension and
learning. Once the beginning-Spanish text is chosen,
students can easily retrieve an English version for
clarification and reference. The program acquaints
viewers with Spain's six distinct geographical re-
gions: Valencia, Andalusia, Estremadura, the region
of the Pyrenees, the Cantabric region, and the
Castilian Plateau. The program stresses the cultural
identity and natural features of each region and
discusses how Spain's proximity to North Africa has
had a significant effect on its history, language, and
culture. This extraordinary program highlights the
historical and cultural imprints left in Spain by its
conquerors, as well as the cultural legacy Spain has
given to the world. A special section on Spanish
painting enables colorful and vivid masterpieces to
appear on screen. A separate presentation provides
an overview of some of Spain's outstanding archi-
tectural achievements. Also included on this CD are
full, unabridged English translations of two classic
Spanish works and several histories of Spain. Color-
ful, interactive maps allow students to explore the
political divisions of Spain and Europe. A fully inter-
active index is supplied to aid students in research.
In addition, the program offers a teacher's guide
containing learning objectives, a synopsis of the
program, questions appropriate before and after
viewing the program, and suggested enrichment
activities. W = Windows, M = Macintosh
QCD5098M HISTORY/CULTURE SPAIN $95.00
QCD5098M Lab Pack (5) $285.00
QCD5098W HISTORY/CULTURE SPAIN $95.00
QCD5098W Lab Pack (5) $285.00

SPANISH-ENGLISH MULTIMEDIA
TALKING DICTIONARY

Over fifteen thousand everyday and technical words
translated, defined and spoken by native speakers.
Listen to the correct pronunciation to compare with
your own recorded voice. A painless way to learn to
conjugate irregular verbs and difficult tenses. Per-
fect for students, business people and travelers.  W
= Windows
DCD8100W SPANISH TALKING DICT. $39.95
DCD8100W Lab pack (5) $119.85

MULTIMEDIA SPANISH II
Five complete lessons include Vocabulary Presenta-
tion, Matching Vocabulary Drill, Fill-in the Blank
Vocabulary Drill, Video Drill, Verb Forms, Grammar
Lesson, Practice Exercises, Reading Comprehension
and Listening Comprehension. Covers correct use of
the verbs estar, tener que, ir a, and gustar. Also
includes the o to ue stem-changing verbs and the e
to ie stem-changing verbs.  W = Windows
DCD8099W MULTIMEDIA SPANISH II $39.95
DCD8099W Lab pack (5) $119.85

EVERYDAY SPANISH
Learn to speak like a native! This fun and informa-
tive CD contains nearly 1,000 words in Spanish. Pick
an activity, like a party, and then click on a picture
to hear the word for the object in both English and
Spanish. Learn by context and by hearing and
seeing the words in both languages. Context groups
make learning Spanish easy. Everyday scenes bring
words into context. Practice learning new words by
clicking on items in an illustrated scene, and then
test yourself by finding the item after hearing and
reading the word. Multi-level, fun-filled game rein-
forces your language proficiency. Dictionary contains
all the words plus a picture and pronunciation. W =
Windows
DCD8016W EVERYDAY SPANISH $49.95
DCD8016W Lab pack (5) $149.85

SPANISH TUTOR
Save $1,320.00 off individually priced titles with 42
floppy disks on one CD-ROM. A complete tutorial
package in Spanish, including interactive lessons in
vocabulary, grammar, and reading comprehension.
The program includes The Spanish Contest, Spanish
For Kids, Complete Spanish Grammar Package (in-
cluding Spanish Grammar I-XI plus Comprehensive
Spanish Grammar Review), Spanish Grammar Review
I & II, Spanish Reading Comprehension I-VIII, Span-
ish Structure Drills, and Spanish Vocabulary/ Com-
prehension Drills.  M = Macintosh, B = DOS
QCD8001M SPANISH TUTOR $55.00
QCD8001M Lab Pack (5) $165.00
QCD8001B SPANISH TUTOR $55.00
QCD8001B Lab Pack (5) $165.00

CD-ROMS
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CD-ROMS
SPANISH EN MARCHA

This program is an extensive and impressive lan-
guage learning resource, containing thousands of
pictures and graphics, an interactive dictionary, and
over two hours of spoken Spanish. It enables stu-
dents to speak, hear, read, and write the language
in a variety of common and interesting everyday
situations. Record and practice grammar and pro-
nunciation (microphone not included). Two interac-
tive games are an enjoyable way to test knowledge.
W = Windows
DCD8115W SPANISH EN MARCHA $49.95

SPANISH READING
COMPREHENSION CD

This unique program offers students learning Spanish
144 lesson modules of high-interest reading selec-
tions in a wide variety of subject areas, designed to
improve reading comprehension, vocabulary and
reasoning skills. Students read passages in Spanish
and then answer several questions which test both
comprehension and vocabulary skills. Completely in
Spanish, each reading passage consists of descrip-
tions and dialogues concerning everyday occur-
rences and situations that are both current and
relevant to our times. An incorrect response to a
question prompts the program to highlight the
portion of the text which contains the correct
answer.  MW = Hybrid
QCD8010MW SPANISH COMPREHEN. CD $95.00
QCD8010MW Lab Pack (5) $285.00

DIEZ JUEGOS ESPANOLES
Ten Spanish games with sound and music. The
teacher has control over the vocabulary used and
the degree of accuracy expected by the student. All
text is in Spanish except the Help facility. Extremely
user friendly, the student can learn new words by
clicking on pictures etc. The games are: En la
ciudad: places in town, asking and giving direction;
En la escuela: school subjects, days of the week,
time: Tres en linea: shops and shopping: Mi familia:
family relationship: A traves de la ventana: preposi-
tions: Enque rabaja?: occupations: Espacino: parts
of the body feeling ill.  W = Windows
DCD812W   DIEZ JUEGOS ESPANOLES   $49.95

LANGUAGE LEARNING ENGLISH
FOR SPANISH

Learn to speak English quickly and easily by clicking,
listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Provides interactive
lessons using graphics, speech, voice recording
(microphone required). Now you can record your
own voice and compare it with the native speakerÕs
voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity.
Special features are a guide to pronunciation; a
discussion of useful topics such as greetings, intro-
ductions, shopping terms, etc.; and explanations of
grammar and usage.  W = Windows
DCD2071W LEARN ENGLISH/SPANISH $39.95

TRAVEL TALK: SPANISH-ENGLISH
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
recording and playback; all items translated; over
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
finding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertain-
ment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
emergencies.  MW = Hybrid
DCD8041MW TRAVEL TALK: SPAN-ENG $49.95

As Featured in our
Queue Catalog
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LANGUAGE LEARNING ENGLISH
FOR CHINESE

Learn to speak English quickly and easily by clicking,
listening, and repeating over 3,000 words and
phrases, plus conversations. Provides interactive
lessons using graphics, speech, voice recording
(microphone required). Now you can record your
own voice and compare it with the native speaker’s
voice to help improve pronunciation and clarity.
Special features are a guide to pronunciation; a
discussion of useful topics such as greetings, intro-
ductions, shopping terms, etc.; and explanations of
grammar and usage.  W - Windows
DCD2070W LEARN ENGLISH/CHINESE $39.95

TRAVEL TALK: FRENCH-ENGLISH
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
recording and playback; all items translated; over
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
finding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertain-
ment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
emergencies.  MW = Hybrid
DCD8040MW TRAVEL TALK: FR-ENG $49.95

TRAVEL TALK: ITALIAN-ENGLISH
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
recording and playback; all items translated; over
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
finding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertain-
ment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
emergencies.  MW = Hybrid
DCD8112MW TRAVEL TALK: ITAL-ENG $49.95

TRAVEL TALK: GERMAN-ENGLISH
Features: listening and speaking practice; voice
recording and playback; all items translated; over
1,000 useful words, phrases and sentences; 36
vocabulary sections; 24 short dialogues; self-test
option. Topics covered are general expressions,
finding your way, public transport, in the hotel,
times & dates, food & drink, shopping, entertain-
ment, post office & phone, money, conversation,
emergencies.  MW = Hybrid
DCD8111MW TRAVEL TALK: GER-ENG $49.95

LET'S VISIT SPAIN
Discover Spain through this informative and exciting
CD-ROM, an educational tool no Spanish curriculum
should be without! Travel through the city of Madrid
and see the people and history that make it a world-
renowned city. Tour such places as Andalusia,
Castile, the Costa Brava, and the Atlantic coast
region. You'll be captured by the beauty, antiquity,
and people that make it unique. The program offers
two separate narrations: The English provides
cultural and historical background; the beginning-
level Spanish uses a carefully controlled sentence
structure and vocabulary. The Spanish version
includes a precise and accessible translation, and
supplemental material provides details about Spain.
MW = Hybrid, B = DOS
QCD5026MW LET'S VISIT SPAIN $59.95
QCD5026MW Lab Pack (5) $179.85
QCD5026B LET'S VISIT SPAIN $59.95
QCD5026B Lab Pack (5) $179.85

LET'S VISIT MEXICO
Take a tour of Mexico's tradition and culture. Travel
to Mexico's busy capital, Mexico City, or visit the
seaside in the beautiful city of Acapulco. Also tour
Taxco, Cuernavaca, Teotihuacan, Chichen Itza,
Oaxaca, Puerto Vallarta, and Guadalajara. You will be
captured by the antiquity, land, and people of our
southern neighbors. Two separate narrations are
included: the English provides cultural and historical
background; the beginning-level Spanish uses a
carefully controlled vocabulary. The Spanish version
includes an easily accessible translation, and supple-
mentary material provides details about Mexico. MW
= Hybrid, B = DOS
QCD5027MW LET'S VISIT MEXICO $59.95
QCD5027MW Lab Pack (5) $179.85
QCD5027B LET'S VISIT MEXICO $59.95
QCD5027B Lab Pack (5) $179.85

CD-ROMS
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Carole Marsh, Age Level 7-12
Don’t just depend on the school textbook to teach students about important

people in history!  This series is a fresh, exciting alternative.  It combines comprehen-
sive content with a student-friendly format and skill-building approach.  This unique,
NEW series is an effective resource for combining social studies content while building
reading skills and comprehension.

Each reader is designed with student success in mind!  Each provides an over-
view of a person’s life, touching on childhood, education, family, obstacles, and key
accomplishments.  The clear, readable style captures and maintains student interest.
Short segments (making these suitable for even short attention spans) are divided by
reinforcement activities.  The results will be that your students learn and comprehend
even more!

A brand-new CONNECTION SECTION found at the end of each Reader gives your
students the opportunity to learn even more about the important person in history
they are studying!  Great for “No Child Left Behind” improvements - these books really
help!

Each individual title - $2.95, Reader Six Packs - 6 copies of one title - $17.70,
Reader 30 Packs - 30 copies of one title - $88.50, Ultimate Reader Pack - One copy of
each title (158) - $466.10, Reader Packs by Category available too!

Sets include:

African Americans * Artists * Astronauts * Athletes * Aviators * Business Leaders *
Civil Rights * Civil War * Colonists * Diplomas * Educators * Entertainers * Environ-
mentalists * Explorers * Folklore * Founding Fathers * Government Leaders * Hispanic
Americans * Humanitarians * Inventors * Native Americans * Patriots * Pioneers *
Presidents * Religious Leaders * Revolutionary War * Scientists * War of 1812 * World
War II * Women * Writers

1000 Readers
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RE074 James Groppi:
RE075 Patrick Henry:
RE076 John H. Johnson:
RE077 Aldo Leopold:
RE078 George C. Marshall:
RE079 George Mason:
RE080 Robert R. McCormick:
RE081 Rene Menard:
RE082 Jean Nicolet:
RE083 Old Abe:
RE084 Vel Phillips:
RE085 Lewis F. Powell, Jr.:
RE086 Ronald Reagan:
RE087 Jean B. Pointe du Sable:
RE088 Orson Welles:
RE089 George Wythe:
RE090 Captain John Smith:
RE091 Wright Bros:
RE092 F.D. Roosevelt:
RE093 Thomas Edison:
RE094 Tecumseh:
RE095 John Glenn:
RE096 Neil Armstrong:
RE097 Cesar Chevez:
RE098 Francisco de Coronado:
RE099 Sam Houston:
RE100 D.D. Eisenhower:
RE101 Frederick Douglass:
RE102 Hernando deSoto:
RE103 Alvar Nunez Cabeza da Vaca
RE104 Lewis & Clark:
RE105 Louisiana Purchase:
RE106 Father Junipero Serra:
RE107 Jimmy Carter:
RE108 Diego Rivera:
RE109 Ellen Ochoa:
RE110 John F. Kennedy:
RE111 Albert Einstein:
RE112 Benjamin Bennaker:
RE113 Antonia C. Novello:
RE114 Charles Lindbergh:
RE115 Amelia Earhart:
RE116 Roberto Clemente:
RE117 Sacagawea:
RE118 Clara Barton:
RE119 Alexander G. Bell:
RE120 Sorjourner Truth:
RE121 Harriet Beecher Stowe:
RE122 John Adams:
RE123 William Penn:
RE124 Gen Colin Powell:
RE125 Andrew Jackson:
RE126 Roger Williams:
RE127 Theodore Roosevelt:
RE128 Sequoyah:
RE129 King George III
RE130 Henry Ford
RE131 Jefferson Davis:
RE132 Samual Adams:
RE133 Lords of Baltimore:
RE134 Thomas Paine
RE135 Anne Hutchinson
RE136 Phyllis Wheatley:
RE137 Abigail Adams
RE138 Ferdinand Magellan:
RE139 Marie Curie:
RE140 Molly Pitcher
RE141 Marco Polo
RE142 Jonas Salk
RE143 Sitting Bull:
RE144 Henry Hudson
RE145 John C. Fremont
RE146 Geronimo:

RE001 George Washington:
RE002 Johnny Appleseed:
RE003 Jane Addams:
RE004 Susan B. Anthony:
RE005 Abraham Lincoln:
RE006 Benjamin Franklin:
RE007 Thomas Jefferson:
RE008 Martin L. King, Jr:
RE009 Helen Keller:
RE010 Booker T. Washington:
RE011 Harriet Tubman:
RE012 Paul Revere:
RE013 James Monroe:
RE014 Juan Ponce De Leon:
RE015 Casmir Pulaski:
RE016 Laura Ingalls Wilder:
RE017 Black Hawk:
RE018 George Washington Carver:
RE019 Davy Crockett:
RE020 Ulysses S. Grant:
RE021 T. “Stonewall” Jackson:
RE022 Thurgood Marshall:
RE023 James Madison:
RE024 Robert E. Lee:
RE025 Louis Joliet:
RE026 C. Columbus:
RE027 Walt Disney:
RE028 Rosa Parks:
RE029 Chief Powhatan, etc:
RE030 The Ringling Brothers:
RE031 Betsy Ross:
RE032 Carl Sandburg:
RE033 J.E.B. Stuart:
RE034 Frank Lloyd Wright:
RE035 Harold Washington:
RE036 John Rolfe:
RE037 Pocahontas:
RE038 Georgia O’Keefe:
RE039 John Muir:
RE040 Richard Daly:
RE041 Ernest Hemingway:
RE042 Harry Houdini:
RE043 Dr. Mae Jemison:
RE044 Golda Meir:
RE045 Father Jacques Marquette:
RE046 John Cabot:
RE047 Louis Armstrong:
RE048 John Deere:
RE049 “Wild Bill” Hickok:
RE050 King James, I:
RE051 Maquis de Lafayette:
RE052 Robert M. La Folette:
RE053 Robert de La Salle:
RE054 John Paul Jones:
RE055 John Brown:
RE056 S. de Champlain:
RE057 Louis & Cordelia Harvey:
RE058 Chris Newport:
RE059 Nicholas Perrot:
RE060 Jackie Robinson:
RE061 Nat Turner:
RE062 Maggie Lena Walker:
RE063 L. Douglas Wilder:
RE064 William Wrigley, Jr:
RE065 Woodrow Wilson:
RE066 Father Claude Allouez:
RE067 Arthur Ashe:
RE068 Gwen Brooks:
RE069 Harry Flood Byrd:
RE070 Medard Groseilliers:
RE071 Jacques Cartier:
RE072 Carrie Chapman Catt:
RE073 Ada Deer:

RE147 Crazy Horse:
RE148 Ben Nighthorse Campbell
RE149 Condoleezza Rice:
RE150 Carol Moseley Braun:
RE151 Charles W. Dryden
RE152 Racheal Carson:
RE153 Charles Kettering:
RE154 Garrett Morgan:
RE155 Granville Woods:
RE156 Charles Drew:

The following titles are newly added
and are not in sets yet, unless the title
is italicized.

RE157 Barbara Jordan
RE158 Nelson Mandela
RE159 Juliette Gordon Lowe
RE160 Sally Ride
RE161 Chief Joseph
RE162 Sandra Day O’Connor
RE163 Eleanor Roosevelt
RE164 Mary McLeod Bethune
RE165 Vasco Nurlez de Balboa
RE166 Paul Alvares Cabral
RE167 John D Rockefeller, Sr
RE168 William Jefferson Clinton
RE169 Hillary Rodham Clinton
RE170 Tomochichi
RE171 Mary Musgrove Bosomworth
RE172 James Oglethorpe
RE173 Gerald Ford
RE174 John Hancock
RE175 Rutherford B. Hayes
RE176 J.P. Morgan, Sr
RE177 Benedict Arnold
RE178 William McKinley
RE179 Harry Truman
RE180 Joseph McCarthy
RE181 Alexander Hamilton
RE182 Eli Whitney
RE183 Elizabeth Cady Stanton
RE184 Annie Oakley
RE185 Langston Hughes
RE186 Babe Ruth
RE187 Lyndon B, Johnson
RE188 Robert F. Kennedy
RE189 Herbert Hoover
RE190 Buffalo Soldiers
RE191 Paul Bunyan
RE192 Marx Brothers
RE193 John Henry
RE194 Richard Nixon
RE195 John Edwards:
RE196 Dick Cheney:
RE197 George W. Bush
RE198 Duke Ellington
RE199 Margaret Mitchell
RE200 Jesse Owens
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Native Americans
Contains 12 Titles: Ada Deer -
Ben Nighthorse Campbell -
Black Hawk - Chief Powhatan -
Crazy Horse - Geronimo -
Pocahontas - Sacagawea - Sam
Houston - Sequoyah - Sitting
Bull - Tecumseh
GP-NTVAMRCN $35.40

Writers
Contains: Abigail Adams - Albert
Einstein - Alvar Nunez Cabeza
de Vaca - Amelia Earhart -
Benjamin Banneker - Carl
Sandburg - Carrie Chapman
Catt - Charles Lindbergh -
Condoleezza Rice - Ellen Ochoa
-Ernest Hemingway - Father Junipero Serra - Frederick
Douglass - George Mason - Gwendolyn Brooks - Harriet
Beecher Stowe - James Madison - Jimmy Carter - John F.
Kennedy - John Harold Johnson - Laura Ingalls Wilder -
Marco Polo - Lewis & Clark - Orson Welles - Phyllis
Wheatley - Rachel Carson - Roger Williams - Sam Adams -
Sequoyah - Sorjourner Truth - Theodore Roosevelt -
Thomas Jefferson -  - Tom Paine - William Penn - Robert R.
McCormick
GP-WRTRS 35 Titles $103.25

Entertainers
Contains 6 Titles: Walt Disney -
The Ringling Brothers - Harry
Houdini - Louis Armstrong -
Ronald Reagan - Orson Welles
GP-ENTRNRS           $17.70

Civil War
Contains: Abraham Lincoln -
Clara Barton - Frederick
Douglass - Harriet Beecher
Stowe - Harriet Tubman - J.E.B.
Stuart - Jefferson Davis - John
Brown - Louis & Cardelia Harvey
- Old Abe - Robert E. Lee -
Sorjourner Truth - Thomas “Stonewall” Jackson - Ulysses S.
Grant - “Wild Bill” Hickok
GP-CVLWR 15 Titles $44.25

Revolutionary War
Contains: Abigail Adams -
Andrew Jackson - Benjamin
Banneker - Benjamin Franklin -
Betsy Ross - Casmir Pulaski -
George Mason - George Wash-
ington - George Wythe - James
Madison - James Monroe - John

Adams - John Paul Jones - King George III - Marquis de
Lafayette - Molly Pitcher - Patrick Henry - Paul Revere -
Phyllis Wheatley - Samual Adams - Thomas Jefferson -
Thomas Paine
GP-REVWAR 22 Titles $64.90

Presidents
Contains: Abraham Lincoln -
Andrew Jackson - Dwight D.
Eisenhower - Franklin D.
Roosevelt - George Washington
- James Madison - James
Monroe - Jimmy Carter - James
Adams - John F. Kennedy - Ronald Reagan - Theodore
Roosevelt - Thomas Jefferson - Ulysses S. Grant - Woodrow
Wilson
GP-PRES 15 Titles $44.25

Astronauts
Contains 4 Titles: Dr. Mae
Jamison - Ellen Ochoa - John
Glenn - Neil Armstrong
GP-ASTRO $11.80

Environmentalists
Contains 11 Titles: Albert
Einstein - Aldo Leopold -
Charles Lindbergh - George
Washington Carver - John Muir
- Johnny Appleseed -
Meriweather Lewis and William
Clark - Rachel Carson -
Sacagawea - Sitting Bull -
Theodore Roosevelt
GP -ENVRON $32.45

Founding Fathers
Contains: Anne Hutchinson -
Benjamin Franklin - George
Mason - George Washington -
George Wythe - James Madison
- James Monroe - Jean Baptiste
Point du Sable - John Adams -
Lords of Baltimore - Patrick
Henry - Roger Williams - Sam Houston - Samual Adams -
Thomas Jefferson - Thomas Paine - William Penn
GP-FNFTHRS 17 Titles $50.15

Artists
Contains 12 Titles: Albert
Einstein - Alexander Graham
Bell - Ben Nighthorse Campbell
- Condoleezza Rice - Diego
Rivera - Ellen Ochoa -Ernest
Hemingway - Frank Lloyd Wright
- Georgia O’Keefe - Sacagawea
- Sitting Bull - Walt Disney
GP-ARTS $35.40

Patriots
Contains 14 Titles: Abigail
Adams - Betsy Ross - Clara
Barton - General Colin Powell -
Jimmy Carter - John Adams -
John Paul Jones -  Meriweather
Lewis and William Clark - Molly
Pitcher - Patrick Henry - Paul
Revere - Samual Adams -
Theodore Roosevelt - Thomas Paine
GP-PATS 14 Titles $41.30

Aviators
Contains 6 Titles: Alexander
Graham Bell - Amelia Earhart -
Charles Lindbergh - John Glenn -
Neil Armstrong - Wright Brothers
GP-AVTORS $17.70
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Women
Contains: Abigail Adams - Ada
Deer - Amelia Earhart - Anne
Hutchinson - Antonia Novello -
Betsy Ross - Carol Mosely Braun
- Carrie Chapman Catt - Clara
Barton - Condoleezza Rice - Dr.
Mae Jamison - Eleanor Roosevelt
- Ellen Ochoa - Georgia O’Keefe - Golda Meir - Gwendolyn
Brooks - Harriet Beecher Stowe - Harriet Tubman - Helen
Keller - Jane Addams - Laura Ingalls Wilder - Maggie Lena
Walker - Marie Curie - Molly Pitcher - Phyllis Wheatley -
Pocahontas - Rachel Carson - Rosa Parks - Sacagawea -
Sandra Day O’Connor - Sorjourner Truth - Susan B. Anthony
- Vel Phillips
GP-WOMEN 33 Titles $97.35

Inventors
Contains 14 Titles : Albert
Einstein - Alexander Graham Bell
- Benjamin Banneker - Benjamin
Franklin - Charles Drew -
Charles Kittering - Charles
Lindbergh - Garret Morgan -
Granville Woods - Henry Ford -
John Deere - Marie Curie -
Sacagawea - Thomas Edison
GP-INVTRS $41.30

African Americans
Contains: Arthur Ashe - Ben-
jamin Banneker - Booker T.
Washington - Carol Mosely Braun
- Charles Drew - Condoleezza
Rice - Dr. Mae Jamison -
Frederick Douglass - Garrett
Morgan - George Washington
Carver - General Colin Powell - Granville Woods - Gwendolyn
Brooks - Harold Washington - Harriet Tubman - Jackie
Robinson - Jean Baptiste Pointe du Sable - John Harold
Johnson - L. Douglas Wilder - Louis Armstrong - Maggie Lena
Walker - Martin Luther King, Jr. - Nat Turner - Phyllis
Wheatley - Rosa Parks - Sorjourner Truth - Thurgood
Marshall - Vel Phillips
GP-AFRAME 27 Titles $79.65

Explorers!
Contains: Albert Einstein - Alvar
Nunez Cabeza da Vaca - Amelia
Earhart - Anne Hutchinson -
Christopher Columbus - Christo-
pher Newport - Ellen Ochoa -
Father Claude Allouez - Father
Jacques Marquette - Father

Junipero Serra - Ferdinand Magellan - Francisco de Coronado
- Henry Hudson - Hernando de Soto - Jacques Cartier - Jean
Nicolet - John Cabot - John C. Fremont - Juan Ponce de Leon
- Louis Jolliet - Louisana Purchase - Marco Polo - Medard
Groseillieres - Meriweather Lewis and William Clark - Nicolas
Perrot - Rene Menard - Robert de La Salle - Roger Williams -
Sacagawea - Samual D. Champlain - Theodroe Roosevelt
SP-REEXP-GP 31 Titles $91.45

Folklore
Contains 7 Titles: Betsy Ross -
Davy Crockett - Harriet Beecher
Stowe - Johnny APleseed - Old
Abe - Paul Revere - Sacagawea
GP-ATHLTS $20.65

Civil Rights
Contains 40 Titles: Abigail Adams -
Amelia Earhart - Anne Hutchinson-
Arther Ashe - Benjamin Banneker -
Carol Mosely Braun - Carrie
Chapman Catt - Casmir Pulaski -
Ceser Chevez - Clara Barton -
Frederick Douglas - Helen Keller -
General Colin Powell - Geronimo - Harriet Beecher Stowe -
Harriet Tubman - Jackie Robinson - James GroPi - Jane
Addams - Jimmy Carter - John Brown - John F. Kennedy - L.
Douglas Wilder - Lewis F. Powell, Jr. - Martin Luther King, Jr. -
Molly Pitcher - Nat Turner - Roberto Clemente - Roger
Williams - Rosa Parks - Samual Adams - Sequoyah - Sitting
Bull - Sojourner Truth - Susan B. Anthony - Theodroe
Roosevelt - Thomas Paine - Thurgood Marshall - Vel Phillips -
William Penn
GP-CVLRGHTS 40 Titles $118.00

Business Leaders
Contains 17 Titles: Alexander
Graham Bell - Amelia Earhart -
Benjamin Franklin - Dick Cheney -
Franklin Lloyd Wright - Harry Byrd
- Henry Ford - Jean Baptitse Sable
- John Deere - Johnson Ebony -
Maggie Lena Walker - Paul Revere

- Robert McCormick - Roger Williams - Thomas Edison -
William Wrigley - Wright Brothers
GP-BUSLEAD 17 Titles $50.15

Colonists
Contains 18 Titles: Andrew Jackson
- Anne Hutchinson - Benjamin
Banneker - Captain John Smith -
Casmir Pulaski - Chief Powhatan -
Father Junipero Serra - John Adams
- John Rolfe - King George III -
King James I - Lords of Baltimore -
Molly Pticher - Phyllis Wheatley -
Pocohantas - Roger Williams -
Samual Adams - Thomas Paine - William Penn
GP-CLNSTS 18 Titles $53.10

Pioneers
Contains: Alexander Graham
Bell - Amelia Earhart - Anne
Hutchinson - Davy Crockett -
Ellen Ochoa - Father Junipero
Serra - Henry Hudson -  Jean
Baptiste Point du Sable - John
C. Fremont - Laura Ingalls
Wilder - Marco Polo - Marie Curie - Meriweather Lewis and
Willam Clark - Roger Willams - Sacagawea - Theodore
Roosevelt - “Wild Bill” Hickok
GP-PION 17 Titles $50.15

Diplomats
Contains 15 Titles: Carol Mosely
Braun - Clara Barton -
Condoleezza Rice - General Colin
Powell - Golda Muir - Jimmy Carter
- John Adams - Marquis de
Lafayette - Meriweather Lewis and
William Clark - Roger Williams -
Sacagawea - Sequoyah - Theodore

Roosevelt - Thomas Jefferson - Thomas Paine
GP-DPLMTS 15 titles $44.25
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Religious Leaders
Contains 11 Titles: Anne
Hutchinson - Father Claude Allouz
- Father Jacques Marquette -
Father Junipero Serra - James
GroPi - Martin Luthor King Jr -
Rene Menard - Roger Williams -
Sitting Bull - Sorjourner Truth -
William Penn
GP-RLGLDRS $32.45

Humanitarians
Contains 17 Titles: Ada Deer -
Albert Einstein - Alexander
Graham Bell - Antonia Novello -
Booker T. Washington - Clara
Barton - Dr. Mae Jemison -
Frederick Douglass - George
Marshall - Harriet Beecher Stowe
- Helen Keller - Jane Adams -
Jimmy Carter - Governor Lewis
and Cordelia Harvey - Molly Pitcher - Roberto Clemente -
Theodore Roosevelt
GP-HMNTRNS 17 Titles $50.15

Hispanic Americans
Contains 9 Titles: Alvar Nunez
Cabeza de Vaca - Antonia Novello -
Cesar Chevez - Diego Rivera -
Ellen Ochoa - Father Junipero Serra
- Ferdinand Magellan - Hernando
de Soto - Roberto Clemente
GP-HSPNCAM $26.55

Government Leaders
Contains 37 Titles: Ada Deer -
Andrew Jackson - Antonia Novello
- Ben Nighthorse Campbell -
Captain John Smith - Carol Mosely
Braun - Clara Barton -
Condoleezza Rice - Davy Crockett
- Dick Cheney - General Colin Powell - George Marshall -
George Wythe - Golda Meir - Harold Washington - Harry Byrd
- Jefferson Davis - Jimmy Carter - John Adams - John
Edwards - John F. Kennedy - King George III - King James I -
L. Douglas Wilder - Lords of Baltimore - Lousiana Purchase -
Meriweather Lewis and William Clark - Patrick Henry -
Richard Daley - Robert M. la Folette - Roger Williams - Sam
Houston - Samual Adams - Theodore Roosevelt - Thomas
Paine - Vel Philips - William Penn
GP-GVLDRS 37 Titles $109.15

Educators
Contains 28 Titles: Albert Einstein -
Aldo Leopold - Alexander Graham
Bell - Amelia Earhart - Antonia
Novello - Booker T. Washington -
Carrie Chapman Catt - Clara
Barton - Condoleezza Rice - Dr. Mae
Jemison - Father Junipero Serra -

Frederick Douglass - General Colin Powell - George Washing-
ton Carver - Gwendolyn Brooks - Harriet Beecher Stowe -
John Adams - Laura Ingalls Wilder - Governor Lewis &
Cordelia Harvey - Marie Curie - Rene Menard - Roger
Williams - Sacagawea - Sequoyah - Sorjourner Truth -
Thomas Paine - William Penn
GP-EDCTRS 28 Titles $82.60

Scientists
Contains 15 Titles: Albert Einstein -
Aldo Leopold - Alexander Graham
Bell - Amelia Earhart - Antonia
Novello - Benjamin Banneker -
Charles Drew - Charles Lindbergh -
Ellen Ochor - George Washington
Carver - Jonas Salk - Marie Curie -

Meritweather Lewis and William Clark - Rachel Carson -
Thomas Edison
GP-SCTSTS 15 Titles $44.25

War of 1812
Contains 3 Titles: Black Hawk -
Sam Houston - Tecumseh
GP-WAR1812 $8.85

World War II
Contains 7 Titles: Amelia Earhart -
Charles Lindbergh - Dwight D.
Eisenhower - Franklin D.
Roosevelt - George Marshall -
John F. Kennedy - Lewis Powell, Jr
GP-WWII $20.65

Athletes
Contains 7 Titles: Arthur Ashe -
Ben Nighthorse Campbell -
Condoleezza Rice - General Colin
Powell - Jackie Robinson - Roberto
Clemente - Theodore Roosevelt
GP-ATHLTS $20.65

Paperback
501842US      $7.95
7 3/4 x 10 3/4,
24 pages,
8 sticker pages

Paperback
504507US $5.95
Library Edition
865305US $13.95
4 1/2 x 7 1/2,
64 pages

Flag Spotters Guides
Ages: 6 years and up

Ideal field guides for children and adults
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Symbols
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Ordering Information
All Orders Should be Addressed to:

Caswell & Caswell
3571 Newgate

Troy, MI  48084

WHEN ORDERING BY PHONE please let us know if a confirming purchase order will
be sent.  This will help us avoid possible problems with duplicate orders.

To Order Toll Free Call: 1-800-757-7668
To Order by Fax 1-248-646-4359

METHOD OF SHIPMENT will be United Postal Service unless special request is
made by the customer or we see a need to ship via another service.

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES are typically 10% of the total order.  There is
a $4.50 minimum charge.  Residential customers have a minimum charge of $5.25

ORDERS FROM INDIVIDUALS should be prepaid.  Be sure to include state sales
tax.

ALL CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS MADE PAYABLE TO:
CASWELL & CASWELL

ORDERS FROM EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS should include a purchase order
number when possible and must be on either official stationary or an official purchase
order form.

CLASSROOM DISCOUNTS ARE AVAILABLE.
PLEASE CALL FOR INFORMATION.

EXAMINE ALL MATERIALS AS SOON AS RECEIVED!  Notify us of damaged or
missing items immediately.

ALL RETURNS MUST BE AUTHORIZED BY CASWELL & CASWELL.  Permission
to return should be requested and authorized in writing.  We will not issue credit on
unauthorized returns.  All returned material must be in perfect, unmarked, saleable
condition.

ALL PRICES IN THIS CATALOG are subject to change because of possible pro-
ducer price changes.  We bill at the producer’s latest selling price.  In case of a siz-
able increase in price, we will notify prior to shipment for confirmation.
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Call 1-800-757-7668
Fax:  248-646-4359

william.caswell@sbcglobal.net

CASWELL & CASWELL
ORDER FORM
Ship To:

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

EMail Address ______________________________

Bill To: (if  different)

Name:________________________________________

Institution:__________________________________

Department:_________________________________

St. Address:_________________________________

City/State/Zip:_______________________________

Telephone:_(_____)___________________________

Fax:_(_____)__________________________________

Payment Method: (Check One)

 Payment Enclosed
 Bill my Institution

P.O.#__________________________________

Shipping & Handling Charges:
10% of total purchase

$4.50 minimum S&H Charge
$5.25 minimum Residential S&H Charge

Date All orders are shipped net 30 days.  Returns must have written authorization from us.

$ TOT. COSTITEM# QTY PRODUCT DESCRIPTION $ EACH

Subtotal

Sales Tax

Shipping
TOTAL

CASWELL & CASWELL
3571 Newgate, Troy, MI  48084
www.teachersmarketplace.com

 Yes!  I would like to join your mailing list!

mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net
http://www.teachersmarketplace.com/
mailto:william.caswell@sbcglobal.net?subject=Sign me up for your mailing list!
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